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Surfbanyak 2018 Guest Guide
Welcome aboard the Mighty “Seriti”. We look forward to
showing you the best the Banyak Islands has to offer…
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Things to bring…
We have plenty of towels on board and
suggest that you pack light as to not run into
any issues with the airlines stinging you for
excess baggage. We suggest you keep your
board bag under 20kg and carry on luggage
under 7kg. Sometimes you will get away with
more but sometimes you will be charged. So
just be warned. We do not recommend that
you bring additional Suitcases. If you can’t fit it
in your board bag and a back pack as well as
a laptop bag. You don’t need it!
We have plenty of facilities and amenities on
board but a simple hit list of things to pack
would be…
-Hard Drive for photo and video package
-Boards
-Money for Alcoholic Beverages USD
-Board shorts
-Booties (optional)
-Surf shirt
-Surf hat
-New leashes
-Hydration tablets or powder (we suggest
these just to replenish minerals and salts in
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your system as it is easy to get dehydrated out
there)
-Sea sickness tablets (if required)
-Power adapter to charge things. We have plenty
of Indo outlets on board.
-Ipad/Ipod for tunes. The boat is wired for sound
and you are welcome to dj.
-Sunscreen
-Some casual attire for transit
-If you like fishing we suggest you bring some
tracers and lures if you like. We have plenty of
gear on board in terms of lines, rods, handlines,
jigs etc but the lures tend to run out fast and are
hard to get out there so bring some if you want to
try and grab that massive GT you’ve been
dreaming about.
-Wax (tropical)
-Toiletries
-A positive attitude. Huey, Poseidon, as well as
all guests and crew will appreciate this J
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Photo Package
If you have pre-paid or intend to purchase the photo package on board please ensure that you take
a hard drive, not USB stick, on the boat with you.
As the photo files are high resolution and high quality each image is between 10 – 25mb. USB
sticks are really slow to transfer information onto and your photo package could take up to 10hrs to
transfer if this is the case.
We recommend that you bring a decent hard drive and not a USB stick preferably with a USB3
connection or faster.
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Contacts…
In case of emergency or issues in transit please contact the appropriate person. We suggest
that our booking agent is ALWAYS the first port of call as he can arrange the right people for
the right job…
Mathew – Booking agent for Seriti
Inside Australia – 0402 227 566
International - +61 402 227 566
info@surfbanyak.com
Nadjri (Pronounced Nad-jeer-y) - Transfers agent - Whilst you are in transit Nadjri owns the
company that handles our transfers to and from hotels and to and from airports as well as to
and from the boat.
+62 811 639075
anna_trv@yahoo.co.id
Skipper of Seriti
Suzuki Katsuyoshi - +62 813 62779470 (Also the same for Whatsapp)
Seriti Sat Phone - +870776205811
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For friends and family…
You can also message the sat phone for free via this website and respond to the senders email
address…
http://connect.inmarsat.com/Services/Land/IsatPhone/SMS/sms.html
Please enter the number of the sat phone - 870776205811
Then your return email address
And add your message limited to a number 134 characters.
Once you have sent the message will be received like an sms on the sat phone and they will be
able to respond via the email address that the person has entered.
There is limited reception out on the boat but there are a few places where you will be able to make
calls. I would suggest you grab a Simpati sim card from the airport or anywhere along the way if
you are wanting to try and have some reception out there to call home. The best bet is the Indo
Mart in the airport at Medan. Or ask your driver to stop somewhere along the way to your hotel if
you are spending the night in Medan.
If you don’t already I would suggest that you save all of the details in your phone of the skippers and
also download the “whatsapp” app to your phone. It will allow you to contact the skippers via
message or calls for free via wifi or 3g/4g whilst you are in transit. Most airports have free wifi. KL
and Medan Definitely do as well as Singapore which is where most of our guests come via.
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Upon Arrival in Medan…
If you have elected to take our transfer package once you arrive in Medan there will be someone
from Nadjri’s office to greet you outside of the baggage claim. They will be holding a Surfbanyak
sign and will take you to Nadjri’s office where you can store your luggage until check in for your
connecting flight if you are transferring through to the boat on the same day or he will arrange for
you too meet your driver if you are overnighting in Medan. Nadjri’s office is located just outside of
the international arrival/baggage collection area by the escalator. Please see photo of his office
above.
If you are overnighting in Medan it is best to leave your boards at Nadjri’s office. 1. This will save
you having to lug them around cars and hotels. 2. A lot of the time we have the ability to send
boards on planes unattended as to ensure all boards arrive at the boat at the same time. 3. In case
we need to send boards by overland and speedboat to meet us it allows us to have them where we
need them to be able to do so.
Sometimes the planes in and out of ports can be overloaded with surfers and we can not always
ensure that your boards will make the flight with you which is why we have these contingencies in
place so if Nadjri asks you to leave your boards at his office please do so. The last thing we want is
you on the boat without your boards! Nadjri’s office is secure and locked overnight. We have
NEVER had an issue with leaving boards or luggage there.
There is free airport wifi to contact us via skype or whatsapp. Otherwise you can get a sim card for
your phone at Indo Mart or the Simapti stall out front of the airport if need be.
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Upon Arrival on Nias…
Gunungsitoli Aiport on Nias is a small airport. Once you arrive there will be someone there to greet you,
load up your boards and take you to the port of Lahewa where Seriti awaits you.

If there are any problems please refer to the contacts page and call Suzuki to help assist you.

Most of the time either Suzuki or the Surf Guide will be travelling with you down to the boat.
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Delays… (Heaven Forbid!)
Heaven forbid there are any delays but they can happen due to cancelled flights, weather etc. If this
is the case then any additional expenses are the responsibility of the guest and the reason you take
travel insurance. If you don’t have travel insurance then stop reading this right now and go get
some!
If there are any delays we recommend that you keep all receipts for any expenses that you have
incurred as you will need them along with an accompanying letter from us which we are happy to
provide upon request for you to make a travel insurance claim.
Travel insurance is mandatory for this trip and we recommend that you take it at the time of booking.
If there are any incidents then you will be required to contact your provider at time of incident to be
able to follow their policy or procedures to be able to claim anything.
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The Breaks
The Banyak Islands receive most of our swells from the low pressure systems traveling across the
Southern Indian Ocean between South Africa and Australia. Those of you with experience of the
lower parts of Australia, Sth Africa or New Zealand will know the intensity and frequency of these
storms. They are seasonal, most frequent and intense from April to October in our peak season, but
they also pulse through at other times, usually slightly smaller and less frequent.
November-April often produces swells with more west in them, which is better for the Tuangku/Bay
of Plenty breaks, and some unpredictable west swells come at this time from monsoon conditions in
the northern hemisphere that we do not get in peak season, but these also produce good surfing. In
2011, the largest swell in June came from the WSW, so it’s not a hard and fast rule. Swell direction
is important for the Banyak breaks, in more south swells the Bangkaru breaks such as Treasure
Island and Cobras can be six feet while the Bay is almost flat; meanwhile the Bangkaru breaks
usually do not like swells with a lot of west in them. Local knowledge is important out here.
What makes the Banyaks a great off-peak destination is that winds are always variable because we
are so close to the equator. There just isn’t much wind around and it is hard to predict it in any
seasonal way, though there is a higher chance of storms in the off-peak Oct-Feb time. But unlike Bali
and similar latitudes there are no trade winds. This is good because it is very rare to have nonsurfing days due to wind, unless storm conditions move in (rare and totally unpredictable, much like
cyclones or hurricanes). Offshore conditions can be had in any wind except the rare S/SW, even
then it is unusual for them to hang around for more than a day.
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Treasure Island (T.I.)
TREASURE ISLAND/BANGKARU: “The Point” – The southern tip of Bangkaru, known to be one of
the best right-hand point breaks in Indonesia, offering up to four mesmerising barrels a wave with a
nice almond-shaped rippable face. This is one of the jewels in the crown – sheer Indo perfection
running a few hundred yards down a perfectly shaped reef. Always a favourite among guests as it
satisfies all abilities. A taste of “Treasures” has you hooked for years to come. The Indicators also
turn on in larger swells, as does Minis on the inside, and look out for Gorillas further down the bay:
an untamed right-hand beast that is rarely surfed and will sort out anyone’s ego.
On any particular charter we are in the hands of mother nature, but don’t limit yourself to the middle
of the year to plan your surfing trip to the Banyaks. We’ve had some epic barrels to ourselves in
January/February and November that have been some of the most memorable trips of the year.
Our guests usually ride a standard shortboard as waves are often in the head-high to double
overhead range. Bring a spare in case you break one (no surf shops nearby!), and something for a
bigger day, just in case.
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Clarets (Lolok Point)
CLARETS / LOLOK POINT / BAY OF PLENTY LEFTS: – A beautiful long left-hand point which peels
down the line offering a perfect open workable face for big carving turns or hunt out the inside barrels.
On the inside look out for Toytown Lefts, an intermediate and longboard-friendly peeling left located
deep in the Bay of Plenty which starts to work on larger swells. You can cruise down the line or hit the
lip over and over again.
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Cobras
COBRAS – A world-class left-hander which can produce an epic 8-10 second barrel or nice rippable
face depending on swell direction. Cobras’ clean blue lines peel down the reef into a channel which
provides a perfect photo opportunity. Opposite is Warren’s – that can deliver a fun right-hand peak
depending on conditions finishing on this spectacular white sandy beach.
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Turtles
TURTLES – A fun and playful left-hand peak at this beautiful location that is the heart of the turtle
nesting area on Bangkaru. A great take-off and workable wall which depending on swell direction can
produce a nice barrel also. Swell magnet.
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Joysticks
JOYSTICK / BAY OF PLENTY RIGHTS: – A super fun right-hand peak which produces a perfect barrel
on the take-off going into a nice wall for some turns. If you have enough speed you can link up into the
inside bowl for a second tube. The Indicator also goes off on its day, as you can see in the pic
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Babi – The Pig
BABI / THE PIG: A deep water right-hand break exposed to all possible swell. Rarely below head-high
and will give you some exhilarating drops and big open faces – a poor man’s Sunset. We also
check Migila’s on the inside, which has a short perfect barrel on take-off and peels off slowly to the
beach.
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Lizards Nest
LIZARDS NEST: Fickle, extremely sensitive to swell direction and rarely surfed but if the conditions
come together you will experience one of the best right-handers in Indonesia. Known to produce a magic
10+-second barrel and any of those who have seen or surfed it are simply awe-struck!
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Ut eu
libero
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Nam vestibulum dolor quis libero.

Pellentesque viverra. Ut sed odio. Class aptent taciti sociosqu
ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos
hymenaeos. Donec porttitor venenatis felis. Vivamus orci.
Vestibulum rutrum tincidunt ante.
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